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DIP. CITE. WAVE 8976
RYAT TYPIC CO. CO A MCOVE LADLER

REF: A. WAVE 8991
B. WAVE 8994
C. WAVE 8991

1. FOLLOWING TRANSLATION: REF AT PSA67. WHILE I WAS AT HOME
OF A MCOVE-6 PREPARING WORK, I RECEIVED NEWS THAT ORLANDO DIAZ
HAD BEEN ARRESTED IN THE STREET BY THE D.T.I. (DEPARTAMENTO TECNICO)
INVESTIGACIONES). THIS WAS AT 11:00 P.M. 6 DECEMBER. AT 2:00
A.M. EARLY IN MORNING 7 I WENT TO MY HOUSE AND FOUND MISSING
EVERYTHING: CLOTHES, EVERYTHING, PATTRESSES, DIRECTORIES
OR ADDRESS BOOKS, PAPERS, BOOKS, PICTURES. TAKING AWAY WITH THEM
DRESSES BY FAMILY GRAND THEFT (IN 

2. FOLLOWING TRANSLATION: REF B: SIX EIGHT. SATURDAY 7 DEC 63.
AT 19:22 A.M. THEY D.T.I. MADE AN OFFICIAL COMPLAINT RECORD IN
WHICH I DECLARED THE VICTIM OF MY HOME. THEY SAW NO. THEY
WERE MY AUTHORIZED TO ENTER TO A HOUSE IN THAT MUSA. THAT
TYPE ENTRY COULD ONLY BE DONE BY CP-9 AND ONLY I WOULD RETURN TO MY BUNK. THEY WOULD NEVER FOR THOSE TIMES, BUT AT TIMES THEY DID NOT. THEY HAD THE ENDS. I DECided P.M. COMING FROM JAMAICA TOWARDS PANAMA, APPROACH FORMED TO TRUCKS FIELD WITH TROOPS ARMED WITH RIFLES AND CANNONIZED WITH TREE BRANCHES. 35 TRUCKS WERE TOWING 38 BOOK PAGE 46 OF HOWITZERS (52 HR-P-1937). 4 JEEPS WITH MACHINES GUNS.

3. FOLLOWING TRANSLATION TEXT ON SIX NINE: ON 4 DEC 65 AT 5:30 P.M., WHILE AT KITCHEN TO CARRETERA PISO DEL RIO TOWARDS COLOMA, A COLUMN APPROACHED 23 TRUCKS PASSING BY, LOADED WITH TROOPS, COVERED WITH CANVAS AND 18 BOOK PAGE 46 (12 HOWITZERS 152 HR-P-1937), A MACHINE GUN 60-61 LPM. 19 BOOK PAGE 63 (12 7.5 HEAVY MACHINES, GUN 3.9 HPM). THEY HEADED DIRECTION LA GUATAMA TOWARD SOUTH NEAR A COLOMA. ALL PERSONNEL WERE GONE. I RECEIVED MSGS 31 AND 32 (EVERY TIME DREW DOWN FROM STORE), AND TO TAKE PICK AXE ORDER FET IT OUT. SEVERAL BILLS TORN.

4. WAVE CONFESSION IN PARENTHESES. CLAUDIO (CP-9) GONZALEZ IDENTIFIED BY CP-9, REQUESTING ORANGE, NO Instruments FROM CP-9 AND GAVE SEARCH FROM ARGENTINA. THE CACHE PLACED BY CP-9 (SEE OUR 30-81).